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I have the feeling that music nowadays is always the same. Maybe because it really is, maybe because I keep
being used to other kind of rhythms.
However, it bores me. And you know, being bored can make you either motionless or eager to find new 
incentives. Luckily, I belong to the second group: I always thought that music, especially the classical one, 
may be very hard for laymen to understand since it requires dedication and time to be appreciated. But me, 
I was feeling the need to discover it. 
I started my path towards classical music in a very superficial way, with the creation of a piece called 
"Orfeo&Euridice". It has been superficial because that show was mainly based on the dramaturgy and the 
music, classical music, was at my service. But then with  “Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini" by 
Rachmaninov I decided to reverse the flow. This time music is the master of the stage. It decides what, 
where, who and when. It uses my body to reveal itself to the audience. It uses me. Sometimes it tells me 
what to do, sometimes it lets me free... Or so I believe. It suggests characters I try to interpret to the fullest, 
then it whispers that maybe it is just one character who is living all the different situations. Or maybe it is 
just me: many faces of one human being trying to come out to be sucked in once again.
Everything starts  in my head, because it is there that music sounds.

Reference to the video and length
The piece has been developed in three moments: the first one in June 2015, the second and third one in 
June and October 2016. As you can see from the video, its duration is about 6 min. and it is a mash up of 
the three parts. However, the solo is a work in progress and it will reach approx. max 15 min. The final 
version (for this moment) will premiere on the 18th of March at Centro Culturale Magma in Florence (Italy), 
in the framework of Making Audience, a project of audience development organized by Valerio himself. 
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Valerio Bellini studies Hip Hop with Marisa Ragazzo and Omid Ighani. At 23 he bumps into the album The 
Dark Side of the Moon, which represents a turning point in his life: he realizes that there is more than Hip 
Hop dance, his one and only passion until then. From this moment on, he starts doing experiments with 
other dance styles: he becomes interested in movement and composition researches like the one of Laban, 
Bartenieff (deepened by the studies with Stefania Picchietti) and Nicholais (trained with Simona Bucci).
At the age of 30 Valerio undergoes surgery and spends six months doing physical therapy because of a 
broken arm, which will never come back to normal. However, this injury provided him with enough time to 
wonder about how it could be possible to use Hip Hop – with its strength and eclecticism – to spread 
messages and emotions in the way contemporary dance does, without running the risk of being technically 
and dynamically merged or contaminated. The answer is the establishment of his company in 2013, 
previously called tHisHarm, then renamed Compagnia Valerio Bellini in 2016. It represents his means to do 
experiments and look for new – or old – solutions that he brings on the scene everywhere he can find 
audience. 
The core of Valerio Bellini's work is first of all experimentation. He puts on the stage himself as the everyday
man in the framework of the society in which we are living, with the aim to represent in a simple and direct 
way his characteristics: fears, needs, desires. Light humour and clear storytelling welcome people into his 
unusual art form, where Hip Hop always loses his grounds and ends up being mixed with different dance 
styles combined with unexpected music, graphics and animations.

At the moment Valerio Bellini's productions are: a solo, called “A little bit too autobiographic”; 
“Orfeo&Euridice”, a duo entirely danced with hip hop style on classic music; “The Lost Kids“, a show for kids 
and schools, loosely based on Peter Pan’s Lost Kids; "Slow Dating", a research study on communication. In 
2017 he is going to premiere with a new solo called "Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini".

Valerio is also the organizer of Making Audience, a project of audience development addressed to the 
dance school pupils of Florence. It aim is to bring young people closer to dance, for this reason the project is
developed in collaboration with five dance school of Florence, that monthly host a weekend of 
performances where the pupils are the protagonists. More info about the project: 
https://makingaudience.000webhostapp.com/


